Fiber-Based Sensors and Energy Systems for Wearable Electronics
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Abstract: Wearable electronics have been receiving increasing attention for the past few decades. Particularly, fiber-based electronics are considered to be ideal for many applications for their flexibility, lightweight, breathability, and comfortability. Furthermore, fibers and fiber-based textiles can be 3D-molded with ease and potentially integrated with everyday clothes or accessories. These properties are especially desired in the fields of bio-related sensors and energy-storage systems. Wearable sensors utilize a tight interface with human skin and clothes for continuous environmental scanning and non-invasive health monitoring. At the same time, their flexible and lightweight properties allow more convenient and user-friendly experiences to the wearers. Similarly, for the wearable devices to be more accessible, it is crucial to incorporate energy harvesting and storage systems into the device themselves, removing the need to attach an external power source. This review summarizes the recent applications of fibers and fiber-based textiles in mechanical, photonic, and biomedical sensors. Pressure and strain sensors and their implementation as electronic skins will be explored, along with other various fiber sensors capable of imaging objects or monitoring safety and health markers. In addition, we attempt to elucidate recent studies in energy-storing fibers and their implication in self-powered and fully wireless wearable devices.
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1. Introduction

The demand for personal devices capable of biological and environmental sensing is greater, now more than ever. In particular, wearable devices have been receiving much attention, due to their ability to sense the physiological and environmental states while being worn [1–4]. These wearable devices can aid individuals who are exposed to physical injuries or hazardous environments by detecting physical impact, biofluid-based biomarkers, or environmental cues [5–8]. For these devices to perform their function while being worn, they need to be flexible, stretchable, and durable [9–13]. These mechanical requirements have shifted the recent attention to fibers. A paper review and analysis from the author’s side shows that the number of publications whose title includes “electronic fibers” has risen by more than ten folds in the last decade compared to the previous decade indicating the increased academic interest in fiber-based electronics. The development of the electronic fibers became possible, due to the convergence of rapidly advancing fields of nanotechnology, electronics, and material engineering that has granted functionalities to conventionally passive fibers. For example, incorporating active materials, such as metals, conductive polymers, and carbon-based nanomaterials into fiber created conductive fibers that can be
a building block of wearable electronic devices [14–18]. These fiber-based wearable devices, compared to conventional planar wearable devices, have several benefits. In addition to the flexibility and stretchability of many current wearable devices, fiber-based wearable devices also offer breathability, the ability to conform to complex body structures, and resistance to wear and even washing [1,5,12]. Moreover, fiber materials can be carefully selected according to their physical and chemical properties, and various combinations of active materials offer different functionalities, such as high elasticity, conductivity, and resistivity to different stimuli. Further, fiber-based textile manufacturing has been used as a popular and well-established technique for decades, exploiting the hierarchical frame, which comprises fiber, yarn, and fabric, suggesting the ease of scalability and integration into conventional garments. Therefore, recent attention has been focused on fiber-based electronics capable of physiological and environmental sensing. The fiber-based electronics are not limited to wearable sensors. Recently, fiber-based energy-storage systems have been receiving increasing attention, due to their self-powering potential for complete wearability [19–21]. In this review, various types of fiber-based sensors with motion and accident detection [2,22], biomarker detection [11,23], and environment detection [24,25] capabilities are explored, along with popular fabrication methods, such as coating, spinning, and thermal drawing process (TDP). In addition, fiber-based batteries and supercapacitors are investigated. Lastly, current trends and challenges of fiber-based wearable devices are discussed.

2. Fabrication Techniques for Fiber-Based Electronics

Fibers for sensors and energy-storage systems are synthesized through various manufacturing processes. Materials and fabrication methods should be carefully selected, considering not only the performance of the fibers, but also the economic aspect. Numerous manufacturing methods have been utilized, such as dip-coating, spinning, deposition, and thermal drawing. The advantages and disadvantages of the most commonly used fiber manufacturing processes are compared in Table 1. Dip-coating is a method of coating fibers by dipping them into a solution containing active materials. The coating can be done relatively quickly without special equipment, making it suitable for mass production. However, it consumes excessive solution and active materials, and the resulting fibers are associated with poor performance. Wet-spinning is a method of extruding a solution of polymers and active materials. Although the manufacturing process is complicated and time-consuming, it boasts tunability of the fiber diameter and excellent dispersion of the filler materials [26]. A similar method, dry-spinning, does not require purification, so it is more productive than wet-spinning [27]. Melt-spinning extrudes materials by applying heat and making them viscous. It can be simple and cost-effective. However, it is compatible with only a limited concentration of active filler materials. Electrospinning is a method of manufacturing nanofibers by pulling a polymer solution using electric force. A deposition is the process of growing a thin film on a substrate. Chemical vapor deposition is a method of chemically depositing a gas reactant using plasma or thermal energy. Compared to other methods, it has the advantage of having high bonding properties with active materials. Electrodeposition is a method of depositing colloidal particles in a solution onto a conductive material using an electric field [28]. It is possible to manufacture fibers with high conductivity at a low cost, but its process takes a long time. Lastly, thermal drawing is a scale-down method to fabricate fibers by applying temperature to a preform that can incorporate various materials. The resulting fiber’s structure follows that of the preform, and this makes complicated fiber designs possible. Furthermore, the fiber’s thickness can be easily adjusted by varying the temperature and external force of the capstan. It is also characterized to be very simple and expandable [29].
### Table 1. Comparison of common fabrication methods for fiber-based electronics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coating</td>
<td>Dip-coating</td>
<td>Simple, fast</td>
<td>Low sensitivity, poor mechanical stability, large solution consumption</td>
<td>[12,30–33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinning</td>
<td>Wet-spinning</td>
<td>Good mechanical stability</td>
<td>Complex, long manufacturing time, solvent dissolvable</td>
<td>[34–38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dry-spinning</td>
<td>No need to purification, high productivity</td>
<td>Toxic volatile solvent, low mechanical stability</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melt-spinning</td>
<td>Simple, low cost, does not require solvents</td>
<td>Low concentration of active materials, high temperature</td>
<td>[40–42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrospinning</td>
<td>High mechanical stability</td>
<td>High voltage, small area</td>
<td>[43–46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition</td>
<td>Chemical Vapor</td>
<td>High sensitivity, strong substrate bonding</td>
<td>Uncontrollable thickness, particulate contamination</td>
<td>[47,48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deposition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrodeposition</td>
<td>High conductivity, low cost</td>
<td>Poor mechanical stability, long manufacturing time</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawing</td>
<td>Thermal Drawing</td>
<td>High sensitivity, simple, fast, high productivity</td>
<td>Limited materials</td>
<td>[25,50–53]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Fiber-Based Sensors

In this chapter, we introduce fiber-based tactile sensors, chemical sensors, photosensors, and temperature sensors. These sensors can detect changes in physiological and external environmental factors in real-time. The fabrication methods, materials, and sensing and mechanical properties of these fiber sensors are summarized in Table 2.
### Table 2. Summary of fiber-based sensors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Fabrication Methods</th>
<th>Sensing Properties</th>
<th>Mechanical Properties</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactile sensing fiber</td>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>Cotton fabric-SWCNT</td>
<td>Dip-coating</td>
<td>GF = 5.78 Up to 100% strain</td>
<td>8 washing cycles with 35% resistance increase</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>Silver-coated nylon fiber Cotton Fiber</td>
<td>Core-spinning</td>
<td>GF = 0.695 Up to 14% strain</td>
<td>Stable GF after 10,000 cycles of 15% strain</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>PVDF-BaTiO$_3$</td>
<td>Electrospinning</td>
<td>17 mV/kPa Up to 40 kPa pressure</td>
<td>Stable current output after 1750 cycles</td>
<td>[45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>Se$_{27}$S$_3$</td>
<td>TDP</td>
<td>Sensitivity: 0.176 ± 0.005 nW ppm$^{-1}$ Limit of detection (LOD): 10 ppb</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NO$_2$</td>
<td>Metal–organic frameworks coupled with MWCNTs</td>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>LOD: 100ppb</td>
<td>Bending angle &lt; 120$^\circ$</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical sensing fiber</td>
<td>Sodium chloride</td>
<td>PEDOT:PSS</td>
<td>Wet-spinning</td>
<td>LOD: 0.005 fg/mL Range: 1 fg–1 µg</td>
<td>1000 bending cycles</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lensless imaging and scanning</td>
<td>As$<em>{48}$Se$</em>{60}$/As$<em>{48}$Se$</em>{54}$Te$_6$</td>
<td>TDP</td>
<td>Resolution: 4$^\circ$ angular, 5 nm wavelength</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UV monitoring</td>
<td>p-CuZnS/n-TiO$_2$ with CNTs</td>
<td>Deposition</td>
<td>Sensitivity: 640 A W$^{-1}$</td>
<td>200 bending cycles under 60$^\circ$</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>RGO</td>
<td>Wet-spinning</td>
<td>Sensitivity: 4.76 ($\lambda = 254$ nm) and 0.76% ($\lambda = 365$ nm) per mW/cm$^2$ (% in normalized resistance)</td>
<td>500 bending cycles</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Ge$<em>{17}$As$</em>{25}$Se$<em>{14}$Te$</em>{46}$</td>
<td>TDP</td>
<td>Resolution: 0.1$^\circ$ C at 30$^\circ$ C Range: 11–58 $^\circ$ C</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1. Tactile Sensing Fibers

Pressure and strain sensors have been a popular field of research for decades. They electrically mimic the function of mechanoreceptors inside human skin (hence the name e-skin) and show promising applicability in soft robotics and sensory prostheses [5]. Conventionally these e-skins were fabricated in a film using an elastic polymer substrate and conductive polymers or nanomaterials [6,59]. These film e-skins usually adhere to the surface of robots and human skins for monitoring environmental and physiological stimuli, such as external pressure, heartbeat, or joint angle [60,61]. Although these film e-skins showed great sensing capabilities, flexibility and stretchability, the longevity and breathability remain questionable, limiting their long-term usage, especially as wearable sensors [1,12]. Therefore, many studies attempted to fabricate wearable e-skins using functional fiber-based textiles [19,43,62,63]. These textile tactile sensors can be classified by the sensing mechanisms: (1) Resistive sensors [10,40,64–67], (2) piezoelectric sensors [43], and (3) capacitive sensors [62,68,69]. To measure the sensitivity of resistive and capacitive tactile sensors, Gauge Factor (GF) is often used. GF can be calculated by \( \frac{\Delta R}{R_0} / \varepsilon \) or \( \frac{\Delta C}{C_0} / \varepsilon \) for resistive and capacitive sensors, respectively (\( \Delta R \): change in resistance under the stain, \( R_0 \): baseline resistance, \( \varepsilon \): strain). A number of factors can influence GF, such as the filler materials, percolation network, piezoresistive mechanism, and structure of the sensor [69,70]. Therefore, GF can be calibrated by tuning these factors. For example, woven or knitted structures of conductive fibers provide several electrical contacts and tend to increase GF [19]. However, it has been suggested that the higher GF is associated with lower stretchability [13,71]. In the case of capacitive sensors, the parallel plate capacitor design leads to the changes in surface area and dielectric layer thickness at the same time in response to mechanical stimuli. This causes a linear sensitivity and a maximum GF of 1 [13,72].

The resistive tactile sensors are the most popularly studied for their simplicity. These conductive sensors change their resistance in response to the mechanical stress, and this change in the resistance can be used to determine the amplitude of the stress. Pre-existing natural fibers can simply be made into resistive textile tactile sensors via the outside coating method. In one study, Zhang et al. reported that depositing nickel (Ni) onto cotton fabric via the electroless deposition (ELD) technique resulted in highly conductive fabrics (21.82 S/cm) that are capable of detecting strains via resistive changes [73]. This cotton fabric strain sensor suffered from limited stretchability of 14% and durability (50% decrease in sensitivity after ~300 stretch cycles), due to the mechanical characteristics of deposited Ni. Nonetheless, this sensor showed promising applicability as a wearable strain sensor as it was able to be fixed onto the fingers and arm joints to detect bending. Dip-coating of various carbon-based materials and polymers is also a popular method of fabricating conductive natural fabrics because it is highly effective and cost-effective. One study fabricated conductive cotton and wool fabric by dip-coating them in a solution containing graphene nanoplate (GNP) and carbon black (CB) [12]. Both the conductive cotton and wool fabrics showed good stretchability and strain sensing ability up to 150%, with a maximum GF of 6 for cotton fabric and 0.5 for wool fabric. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the conductive fabrics decreased insignificantly after 1000 cycles of 75% stretching. These sensors were then taped onto a volunteer’s finger and detected fast finger movements, further suggesting the usefulness of natural fabric-based sensors as wearable devices. Among many carbon-based materials used to make conductive textiles, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are most popularly selected for their high surface area, high electrical conductivity, and high stability [65,74–78]. A strain sensor based on a conductive cotton fabric was made by dip-coating a pristine cotton fabric into a solution of single-walled CNT (SWCNT) (Figure 1a) [30]. This sensor was able to sense the strain up to 100%, and due to its high flexibility and stretchability, this fabric sensor could be twisted and knotted. Furthermore, it was possible to wash the sensor using a washing machine and detergent eight times with an acceptable change in resistance, implying potential applicability of this sensor as a wearable device. Polymer fibers have also been utilized to fabricate textile tactile sensors. Chen et al.
fabricated a strain sensor by dip-coating polyurethane (PU) fiber-knitted fabric into silver nanowire (AgNW) solution [31]. This PU fabric sensor showed a good stretchability of up to 140% and a maximum GF of 10. What’s more, the flexibility and stretchability of this fabric sensor allowed it to be weaved into an e-textile for 2D force mapping. Other fibers and active materials have also been used, such as cellulose acetate fiber (CAF) and reduced graphene oxide (RGO) [79].

Figure 1. Fiber-based resistive tactile sensors. (a) (i) Natural fabrics can be made into tactile sensors through dip-coating. Pristine cotton fabric was dipped into a solution of multilayer graphene. (ii) The behavior of this sensor’s resistance in response to strain. (iii) The cotton fabric-based tactile sensor was attached to a human wrist to monitor wrist bending. Reproduced with permission from [30], Copyright (2020), American Chemical Society. (b) (i) Conductive composite fibers can be fabricated through spinning methods. SBS-AgNW mixture was wet-spun into a conductive composite fiber (left). Cross-sectional image of SBS-AgNW fiber (right). (ii) The behavior of SBS-AgNW fiber’s resistance in response to strain. Reproduced with permission from [63], Copyright (2015), Wiley. (iii) A fibrous sensor was attached to a textile using a silicone film. Reproduced with permission from [41], Copyright (2008), MDPI.

Conductive composite fibers have also been fabricated as resistive tactile sensors. These fibers with endogenous conductivity are usually fabricated with an elastic polymer incorporated with conductive fillers, via spinning methods. Melt-spinning is popularly used for its economical fabrication of conductive fibers. Bautista-Quijano et al. fabricated melt-spun polycarbonate (PC) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) into a fiber
with a diameter of around 300 µm [40]. This fiber strain sensor showed limited stretchability (less than 20% stretching before breakage) and conductivity of $2 \times 10^{-5}$ S/cm, but the maximum GF was relatively high at 16. In another study, thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) was mixed with CB and melt-spun into a fiber with a diameter of 315 µm [41]. This fiber was capable of sensing strain up to 80% with a higher maximum GF of 20 and conductivity $1 \times 10^{-3}$ S/cm. This sensor withstood eight times of washing with detergent without any significant conductivity loss. Moreover, the researchers were able to attach 21 fiber sensors onto a t-shirt of a subject using silicone films to classify the wearer’s body position. Inherently, melt-spinning limits the concentration of the fillers, resulting in low conductivity [40,69]. Wet-spinning is another conductive composite fiber fabrication method that allows outstanding dispersion of filler into the fiber with good mechanical properties [69,70]. In a study by Lee et al. a mixture of styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS) and AgNW was wet-spun a conductive fiber (Figure 1b) [34]. In addition to the high electrical conductivity of 2450 S/cm, this fiber was also very stretchable up to 900% and able to sense strain up to 220% with a maximum GF of 15. Although a cyclic loading test with 1000 cycles revealed limited durability, the high stretchability and wide range of sensing allowed the researchers to attach these SBS-AgNW fiber sensors onto latex gloves to monitor finger joint movements and decipher sign language. In a more recent study by Tang et al., Ecoflex silicone, and MWCNT based core-sheath fiber was fabricated through the coaxial wet-spinning method, and its applicability as a wearable strain sensor was tested [35]. The conductive core was spun from an MWCNT-dispersed silicone solution, and the insulation sheath was spun from a pure silicone solution. Although its conductivity of $1 \times 10^{-2}$ S/cm was lower than that of SBS-AgNW fiber, it showed a high stretchability of 300% and a maximum GF of 1378. Furthermore, its resistance was stable during 10,000 cycles of 100% strain, indicating excellent durability. The researchers then weaved silicone-MWCNT fiber sensors into a fabric glove to detect finger motions. Conductive polymers have also been utilized as conductive fillers. One study utilized PU and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) to fabricate a conductive fiber via wet-spinning [36]. This fiber showed a relatively good electrical conductivity at 9 S/cm coupled with a high maximum GF of 10,000 and a wide strain sensing range (0–200%). Electrospun nanofibers can also be made into strain sensors. Liu et al. electrospun a mixture of Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and PEDOT:PSS and encapsulated the electrospun nanofibers between Kapton and Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [44]. The resultant conductive nanofiber-based strain sensor had a limited sensing range between −1.2% and 1.2%, but it showed a relatively high GF of 396 and a fast response time. Additionally, the researchers attached the PEDOT-PVA fiber sensor onto a finger to detect the finger bending while powering it with solar cells.

Recently, increasing attention has been given to piezoelectric textile tactile sensors. These sensors are able to transform mechanical stimuli into electrical energy, providing simultaneous sensing and self-powering capabilities. In one study by Gou et al., electrospun polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and Barium titanate (BaTiO$_3$) mixture was used to fabricate piezoelectric nanofibers [45]. The PVDF-BaTiO$_3$ nanofibers comprised a pressure-sensor capable of detecting up to 40 kPa. This sensor’s sensibility was measured to be 17 mV/kPa, and its piezoelectricity remained stable over 1750 cycles of pressure loading, boasting its good durability. Similarly, Zhu et al. coaxially electrospun a pressure-sensing nanofiber with PVDF-BaTiO$_3$ as a core and PVDF and graphene oxide (PVDF-GO) as a conductive sheath [46]. This nanofiber-based sensor showed a wider sensing range (80–230 kPa) and higher sensitivity (10.89 mV/kPa). Furthermore, an array of these textile sensors was able to create a 2D map of the pressed objects and monitor various joint movements when attached to a human arm. The above-mentioned examples utilized piezoelectric nanofibers to fabricate planer textile sensors. Furthermore, those sensors employed piezoelectric ceramics. While piezoelectric ceramics provide high piezoelectric outputs, they are mechanically hard, lowering their flexibility and stretchability [26]. On the other hand, there are efforts to create single piezoelectric fiber-based sensors using piezopolymers with an inherent flexibility that can further capitalize on the mechanical merits of the fibers and
their potential to be integrated into conventional garments. Lund et al. reported a simple melt-spinning method for fabricating a piezoelectric fiber with a core-sheath structure with a diameter of 60 μm [42]. The conductive core was composed of CB and polyethylene, and PVDF sheath that acted as a piezoelectric layer. The researchers weaved these fibers into a textile, which in turn was sewn into a bag strap to harvest energy as the wearer walked on stairs. Importantly, it should be noted that the tactile sensing capability of this fiber was not tested, and the limited stretchability of 20% was suggested. For wearable sensors, stretchability is an important factor that influences the comfort and durability of the device. In a study by Sim et al., a piezoelectric fiber capable of pressure and strain sensing was made by wrapping electrospun polyvinylene fluoride trifluoroethylene (PVDF–TrFE) mat between an inner electrode (silver-coated nylon yarn) and an outer electrode (CNT sheet) (Figure 2a) [43]. Although this fiber was thicker with a diameter of 320 μm, it boasted enhanced stretchability of 50% and pressure-sensing capability up to 160kPa. This fiber’s flexibility and stretchability allowed it to be knotted, coiled, and weaved into the fabric. The coiled PVDF-TrEF fibers preserved their sensitivity during a cyclic loading test with 400,000 cycles of 50% strain.
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Figure 2. Fiber-based piezoelectric and capacitive tactile sensors. (a) Piezoelectric tactile fiber sensor was fabricated with an electrospun PVDF-TrFE fiber wrapped with silver-coated nylon yarn. This fiber sensor was flexible enough to be yarn and made into a textile. Reproduced with permission from [43], Copyright (2015), Wiley. (b) Core-spinning with silver fiber and cotton fiber. This fiber was integrated into cotton fabric. Reproduced with permission from [80], Copyright (2019), Wiley. (c) (i) Multicore-shell printing with dielectric elastomer and ionically conductive fluid. (ii) This fiber sensor was sewn onto pants to detect walking. Reproduced with permission from [81], Copyright (2015), Wiley. (iii) Cotton fabric based capacitive tactile sensors were attached to a robotic hand. Reproduced with permission from [80], Copyright (2020), American Chemical Society.

Lastly, capacitive sensors composed of two opposite electrodes and one dielectric layer between the electrodes have been developed. Direct current can generate capacitance between the two electrodes whose amplitude depends on the geometric parameters, such as the distance and the area between the two electrodes. Therefore, a tactile stimulus shifts
the sensor’s geometry and capacitance. This change in capacitance is measured and utilized to determine the amplitude of the applied stimuli. The capacitive sensors tend to show a linear sensitivity and better durability, especially compared to resistive sensors [13,22,82]. Wu et al. made an electric layer with silk fabric and AgNWs coated on the outside and separated by a polyester fabric dielectric layer [83]. This fabric-based sensor was capable of detecting pressure up to 5 kPa with 0.3 GF and stretching up to 25%. Furthermore, this sensor was used to create a 2D map of the applied pressure and attached to a volunteer’s arm to recognize the movement of an arm. Other studies reported fiber-based capacitive tactile sensors [40,54,81,82,84]. Cooper et al. fabricated elastomeric fibers through a melt extrusion method with a hollow core, in which eutectic gallium indium (EGaIn) was filled and acted as an electrode [84]. Two of these fibers were twisted together to form two EGaIn electrodes separated by the dielectric elastomeric outer layer. This capacitive sensor showed a GF of 0.82 and stretchability up to 100%. This fiber sensor was thicker in diameter (diameter of 850 µm), compared to other fiber-based tactile sensors. Nonetheless, this sensor was capable of detecting not only strain and pressure, but also torsion. Twisting two electrode-fibers together has also been utilized in other studies. In a study by Zhang et al. silver-nylon fiber as an electrode was core-spun with cotton fiber that acted as a dielectric layer (Figure 2b) [54]. Similarly, the researchers twisted core-spun fibers, and the resultant tactile-sensor fiber showed a diameter less than 600 µm. The GF was reported to be 0.7, and the strain detection range was limited to less than 18%. However, this fiber showed very stable electrical characteristics after 10,000 cycles of 15% strain and the ability to be weaved into the fabric. The researchers were able to use this fabric to detect pressure below 200 kPa. These fiber-based capacitive sensors require binding two fibers to fabricate one sensor. On the other hand, all-in-one fiber capacitive sensors were reported [68,81]. A strip was cut from a silicone rubber film to create a fiber with a square cross-section with 2 mm thickness and 2 mm width [81]. On two opposing sides of the fiber, MWCNT sheets were attached and acted as two electrodes that were separated by the fiber core (silicone rubber). Although this fiber sensor was thick, it was capable of sensing strain up to 200% with 0.6 GF. In another study, Frutiger et al. utilized multi-shell printing to fabricate a fiber whose inside was composed of two ionic conductive layers separated and encapsulated by the silicone elastomer dielectric layer (Figure 2c) [68]. The multi-shell printed fiber strain sensor with a diameter of 1.5 mm showed a strain detection range up to 700% with a GF of 0.35.

In summary, resistive, piezoelectric, and capacitive types of fiber-based tactile sensors were explored. Active materials, such as metals, carbon-based materials, and conductive polymers have been utilized along with natural fabrics or polymer fibers to fabricate flexible, stretchable, and durable fiber-based tactile sensors. Applications of these sensors in physiological monitoring have been introduced, such as pulse and joint motion detection. The physiological monitoring capability has been suggested to be useful in sports and rehabilitation settings [3,4,80]. However, none of the fiber-based wearable tactile sensors has yet been commercialized to our knowledge, probably due to the limited durability and the resistance to various environmental factors of these fibers, which should be addressed in the future.

3.2. Chemical Sensing Fibers

Chemicals present in our body or surroundings provide countless information. Accordingly, chemical sensors with continuous real-time monitoring of chemical markers can be developed into wearable devices. These chemical sensors are categorized to be environmental scanning or health monitoring. Chemical sensors for environmental scanning can mimic the olfactory system by detecting and quantifying local exposure to hazardous vapors, such as nitrogen dioxide (NO$_2$) [85–87], ammonia (NH$_3$) [88], and hydrogen chloride (HCl) [89]. Chemical sensors for healthcare typically detect the markers in sweat [90–93], tears [94–96], saliva [97,98], and respiration [99–101]. In particular, fiber-based chemical sensors are able to be used in sports apparel to detect pH, cortisol, glucose, and sodium...
ions in sweat. Sweat can provide a simple and convenient medical examination in a non-invasive manner [102]. The fiber-based sweat sensors have the advantages of being comfortable, breathable, and reduced risk of skin contamination compared to the patch-type, which is directly attached to the skin. In the aspect of sensing mechanism, chemical sensing fibers have been fabricated based on the (1) chemiluminescence, (2) chemiresistive, and (3) electrochemical mechanism.

Various sensing materials have been studied for vapor sensing fibers based on chemiluminescence and chemiresistive mechanisms. Chemiluminescent sensing has advantages in terms of measurement simplicity, portability, and low cost [103]. In a pre-existing chemiluminescent-based approach, luminescence signals are collected through a thermal-drawn optical fiber and transmits it to a photodetector at the end of the fiber [104]. In order to increase sensitivity and optical transmission, Gumennik et al. fabricated an optical fiber with photoconductive detectors embedded along the fiber axis to detect the emitting light in the hollow core, as shown in Figure 3a [55]. The peroxide vapor reacts with the sensing agent coated on the hollow core to emit light, and the electrical signal is recorded by an electrode in contact with an amorphous Se97S3-based photodetector. As shown in Figure 3b, the fiber can detect a low concentration of NO2 at 10 parts-per-billion (ppb).

Early flexible chemiresistive gas sensors were synthesized using metal oxides and conductive polymers [105-107]. However, due to the decrease in sensitivity of these sensors at a high temperature [108], carbon-based materials or metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have been used for chemiresistive fiber via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or dip-coating. MOFs are attracting attention as sensor materials, due to their high porosity, structural flexibility, and large surface area [109]. Rui et al. developed the hybrid fiber in which ZIF-67-Co MOFs combined with highly conductive MWCNTs [47]. The MOFs/MWCNT sheet synthesized by CVD is twisted into the fiber, which has a negative resistance response to NO2 (Figure 3c,d). Although the sensitivity of fibers synthesized by CVD is quite high, the long manufacturing time can limit mass production. Yun et al. demonstrated the RGO-based fiber fabricated by dip-coating with biomolecular glue, which showed a response to NO2 gas with a low detection limit and excellent electrical conductivity retention at a bending radius of 1 mm [110]. As it is woven with other fibers with a built-in electric circuit, LED light is turned on by NO2 exposure. In order to further increasing the sensitivity, efforts are being made to increase the surface area of the active materials. Recently, metal oxides, which can increase the active site area and charge transfer coefficient by absorbing oxygen atoms, such as zinc oxide (ZnO), have been used as coating materials by making mesoporous structures through the calcination process [32].

Recently, many studies have utilized three-electrode electrochemical platforms, which have the advantage of miniaturization, high sensitivity, and free-labeling, for detecting pH, cortisol, glucose, and sodium ions in sweat. Liu et al. fabricated the polyester threads coated with carbon ink and glucose oxidation for the working electrode and detected glucose with a highly linear response in the buffer and blood samples [111]. Another sweat sensor for glucose detection was produced by dry spinning gold nanowire (AuNW) and an elastic polymer, as shown in Figure 3e [39]. For the working electrode, the dry spun AuNW-fiber was functionalized with glucose oxidase via electrochemical deposition. The fiber achieved a linear response up to 200% strain with a sensitivity of 11.7 μA mM⁻¹ cm⁻² (Figure 3f). The current from the fiber attached to the forearm increased for 1 h after a meal and decreased after 2 h. By the same synthesis method, a gold fiber coated with polyaniline (PANI) detected the hydrogen ion via the deprotonation and reprotonation process [112]. Sekar et al. developed the commercial carbon yarn integrated with ellipsoidal iron(III) oxide (Fe₂O₃) by the simple hydrothermal method to detect cortisol for recognizing the stress response [56]. The same group improved biocompatibility by incorporating ZnO nanorods into carbon yarns [113]. For monitoring the salinity level of sweat, the PEDOT:PSS-based fiber can be used for detecting the sodium chloride concentration [37]. The PEDOT:PSS fiber was simply fabricated through the wet-spinning process, and its conductivity varied with the concentration of sodium chloride with the high output signal. Since these sweat
sensors can detect biomarkers non-invasively, they are easy to access in clinical trials, but it is still difficult to commercialize, due to the low sweat volumes, irregular sweating without stimulation, and the possibility of evaporation.

Figure 3. Chemical sensing fiber. (a) Cross-sectional SEM image of the chemiluminescent fiber. (b) Sensitivity to peroxide vapor down to 10 ppb. Reproduced with permission from [55], Copyright (2012), Wiley. (c) Schematics of MOFs/MWCNT fiber. (d) Sensitivity to NO2 down to 0.1 ppm under bending. Reproduced with permission from [47], Copyright (2017), American Chemical Society. (e) Schematic of the fibers integrated into a textile. (f) The calibration plot of the chronoamperometric responses of the fiber up to 200% strain. Reproduced with permission from [39], Copyright (2019), American Chemical Society.

3.3. Photo-Sensing Fibers

Photosensors are used for imaging or scanning, ultraviolet (UV) radiation monitoring, and optical communication in medical, military, and security systems. However, photosensors with lenses or beam splitters have a large size, heavy weight, and limited sustainability and field of view [114]. The fiber-based photosensors do not require a lens and can be woven into a lightweight and low optical density textiles to detect the direction and wavelength of an electromagnetic field over a large area. On the other hand, excessive exposure to UV rays can lead to erythema, cataracts, and skin cancer, so UV monitoring is very necessary for people who stay outdoors for long periods of time [115]. The fiber-based UV sensors can be lightly worn on the wrist and can provide the degree of UV light exposure.
in real-time. These fibers typically are fabricated as a photoconductive semiconductor p–n diode junction contacted by adjacent electrodes.

The first photo-sensing fiber for imaging was fabricated by the TDP in 2004 [50]. The fiber was composed of amorphous chalcogenide glass (As$_{40}$Se$_{50}$Te$_{10}$Sn$_5$) core in contact with Tin microwires and enclosed with a transparent insulating polymer (Figure 4a). Chalcogenide glasses have photo-sensing capability that generates an electron-hole pair upon exposure light in visible and Infrared (IR) ranges and the current flows through the microwires. The fibers were flexible enough to be woven into the spectrometric textile (Figure 4b). More complex functions can be performed by combining multiple optoelectronic within a single fiber. The eight detectors arranged in the optical fiber could extract information about the direction and wavelength of incident radiation over a visible spectrum (Figure 4c,d) [57]. A 32 by 32 array measuring 0.1 square meters reconstructed diffraction images of polychromatic illumination for all rotation angles of the object. However, the amorphous semiconductor core has difficulties in achieving high light absorption and effective contact with the electrode. Another approach relied on the mechanism of sonochemical nanowire growth in amorphous selenium (Se) domains [116]. This method could determine the phase and direction of crystalline nanowires that make direct contact with the electrodes and maintain the sensitivity, light absorption, and response speed for effective photo-sensing. Because of their complex structure, fiber sensors for imaging or scanning are mostly synthesized through thermal drawing. Photo-sensing fibers can also be used for optical communications. Rein et al. integrated light-emitting, and photo-sensing p–i–n diodes into optical fibers via thermal drawing [51]. The commercialized semiconducting diodes were inserted in pockets, and thermal drawing was performed while feeding two wires to the fiber. A three-megahertz two-way optical communication was demonstrated between the fabrics containing light-emitting and photo-sensing fibers.

UV monitoring sensors utilize the change in conductivity by adsorption/desorption between oxygen molecules and the holes of semiconductor ZnO [117–119], gallium nitride (GaN) [120,121], titanium dioxide (TiO$_2$) [122], and CNT [123]. Zhang et al. fabricated the Kevlar fiber coated with ZnO nanowires by plasma etching, which directly responded to UV exposure from 0.2 to 1 mW cm$^{-2}$ [124]. Xu et al. fabricated a self-powered p-CuZnS/n-TiO$_2$ fiber for the UV monitoring with high outstanding responsibility and ultrahigh photocurrent [58]. TiO$_2$ nanotube arrays had a large bandgap around the UV region, but their quantum efficiency is low due to the high recombination rate of electron-hole pairs. To overcome this limitation, CuZnS is used as a p-type transparent conductor, which is advantageous to improve photocurrent. The p–CuZnS/n–TiO$_2$ fibers could be worn as a bracelet and provide the measurement of UV exposure through a smartphone. Although these solid-state sensors have shown high performance in UV detection, they are limited by the complex processing and high manufacturing cost, and more importantly, poor mechanical properties. In contrast, as shown in Figure 4e, cotton yarns coated with SWCNT ink had high bendability and stretchability with immediate resistance response selectively at UV wavelengths of 254 and 365 nm, excluding visible and infrared wavelengths [33]. The resistance of the fiber increased under natural light and recovered under the shade of trees (Figure 4f). However, baseline drift was observed, due to adsorption of other gas molecules in the air, which reduce the accuracy of the sensor.
of sonochemical nanowire growth in amorphous selenium (Se) domains [116]. This method could determine the phase and direction of crystalline nanowires that make direct contact with the electrodes and maintain the sensitivity, light absorption, and response speed for effective photo-sensing. Because of their complex structure, fiber sensors for imaging or scanning are mostly synthesized through thermal drawing. Photo-sensing fibers can also be used for optical communications. Rein et al. integrated light-emitting, and photo-sensing p-i-n diodes into optical fibers via thermal drawing [51]. The commercialized semiconducting diodes were inserted in pockets, and thermal drawing was performed while feeding two wires to the fiber. A three-megahertz two-way optical communication was demonstrated between the fabrics containing light-emitting and photo-sensing fibers.

Figure 4. Photosensing fiber. (a) Cross-sectional SEM image of the photosensing fiber. (b) A woven spectrometric textile. Reproduced with permission from [50], Copyright (2004), Nature Publishing Group. (c) Cross-sectional SEM image of the double-layer fiber (d) Schematics of 3 types of fibers for detecting the direction, wavelength, and spectrum of incident radiation. Reproduced with permission from [57], Copyright (2009), American Chemical Society. (e) Top: UV monitoring fiber is worn on the wrist. Bottom: Schematic and SEM image of the fiber. (f) Normalized resistance of the fiber under natural sunlight and tree shade. Reproduced with permission from [33], Copyright (2018), American Chemical Society.
3.4. Temperature Sensing Fibers

Temperature sensors provide important information about the dynamics of physical, chemical, and biological phenomena [25]. These sensors are continually being developed for healthcare monitoring, industrial processing, and military support. In the healthcare field, temperature is essential information on diagnosis for infections, inflammatory diseases, and diabetic complications [125]. In particular, diabetic patients are insensitive to temperature changes, due to poor blood circulation and temperature monitoring, wearable devices can detect their inflammation more quickly [126]. Existing IR imaging systems for temperature measurement have a long equilibration time, due to large thermal mass, making real-time monitoring difficult. As another example, patch-type temperature sensors are not very flexible and bendable, which are difficult to incorporate into clothes. The fiber-based temperature sensors are flexible enough to be woven into a fabric for measuring the temperature of the whole body. They typically consist of a heat-sensitive material in contact with the electrode based on the (1) thermoresistive and (2) thermoelectrics mechanism.

Temperature sensing fibers can be simply synthesized by dip-coating commercial threads with thermoresistors that have a positive or negative temperature coefficient, such as a polypyrrole [127,128], CNT [129], PEDOT: PSS [130,131], and RGO [132]. The polypyrrole-coated threads were reported to have good linearity, and electrical response retains 18.75% for nine cycles between 65 °C and room temperature [133]. The PEDOT:PSS-coated cotton threads showed high linearity in a wide range of −50 °C to 80 °C with high sensitivity [134]. RGO is easily dispersed in a solution and has better thermal conductivity than other carbon materials, so it is widely used as a temperature sensor material. The RGO-coated threads woven in a textile structure showed excellent sensitivity and near-constant resistance under bending and compression cycles [135]. This flexible textile could transmit temperature data wirelessly via self-powered Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) or low-powered Bluetooth. Trung et al. fabricated freestanding single RGO-based fiber via wet-spinning, which showed a fast response time of 7 s and a great recovery time of 20 s (Figure 5a,b) [38]. The fiber integrated into the forearm band or undershirt measured the temperature response, while directly in contact with the skin, and it did not show changes in resistance, due to body movements.

Although dip-coated and wet-spun fibers have the advantages of being quick and simple, their temperature resolution is not so high. As shown in Figure 5c, the temperature sensing fiber composed of a chalcogenide semiconductor $\text{Ge}_{17}\text{As}_{23}\text{Se}_{14}\text{Te}_{46}$ (GAST) with two metallic electrodes (Sn$_{96}$Ag$_4$) was fabricated through the TDP [25]. The electronic mobility gap of the amorphous GAST semiconductor was small, so it exhibited a high electrical response with a small temperature change. The $8 \times 8$ fiber array with separation distance placed on curved objects reconstructed differential thermal maps in two situations: Heated locally with the touch of a finger and cooled with a piece of ice (Figure 5d). With the TDP, Zhang et al. fabricated fiber based on thermoelectric (TE) materials, p-type $\text{Bi}_{0.5}\text{Sb}_{1.5}\text{Te}_3$, and n-type $\text{Bi}_2\text{Se}_3$ [52]. The thermoelectric effect refers to a phenomenon in which an electromotive force is generated due to a temperature difference, or a temperature difference is generated by applying an electric current. In the former, the temperature can be monitored inversely through the electromotive force. Two types of TE fibers covered on different regions of a plastic cup reached high output voltage and power density under the temperature difference of 60 °C. Additionally, the TE fiber-based textile achieved a cooling of up to 5 °C by inputting current of 2 mA.
temperature data wirelessly via self-powered Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) or low-powered Bluetooth. Trung et al. fabricated freestanding single RGO-based fiber via wet-spinning, which showed a fast response time of 7 s and a great recovery time of 20 s (Figure 5a,b) [38]. The fiber integrated into the forearm band or undershirt measured the temperature response, while directly in contact with the skin, and it did not show changes in resistance, due to body movements.

Figure 5. Temperature sensing fiber. (a) Schematic of an RGO-based fiber knitted into the fabric and worn on the arm. (b) The fiber showed fast response time (7 s) and a great recovery time of (20 s). Reproduced with permission from [38], Copyright (2018), Wiley. (c) Cross-sectional micrograph image of the chalcogenide-based fiber. (d) The 8 × 8 fiber array detected heating locally with the touch of a finger and cooling with a piece of ice. Reproduced with permission from [25], Copyright (2006), Wiley.

4. Fiber-Based Energy-Storage Systems

In order to achieve more accessible smart textiles, energy-storage systems need to be integrated into the wearable device without compromising energy-storage capabilities, aesthetic appearance, and comfort. Due to their lack of flexibility, commercialized lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have limited applicability in wearable devices. Recently, many researchers developed ways to provide a flexible and safe energy-storage system with sufficient energy density in wearable devices. The single fiber energy-storage systems can be woven into the fabric-shaped devices and combined with other fiber sensors. In this section, fiber-based electrochemical energy-storage systems, such as fiber-based batteries and supercapacitors, are reviewed. Their main features are summarized in Table 3.

4.1. Fiber-Based Battery

Lithium-ion batteries have made remarkable advances in human life over the past 20 years. Many portable devices, for instance, mobile phones, laptop computers, smart-watches, wireless earphones, and even vehicles, contain rechargeable batteries based on
lithium ion. Recently, many studies have fabricated flexible LIBs, especially fiber-based lithium-ion batteries (FBLIBs) [136–138]. For ideal FBLIBs, safety and electrochemical and mechanical properties should be considered. In order to maintain stable electrochemical performances even with repeated external forces, all components, including cathode, anode, separator, and electrolyte of FBLIBs, should have sufficient flexibility and fatigue resistance.

Table 3. Main features of fiber-based batteries and supercapacitors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Main Features</th>
<th>Key Materials</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiber-based lithium-ion batteries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWCNT based battery</td>
<td>Twisted structure</td>
<td>MWCNT fiber, Li wire, MnO₂</td>
<td>[139]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon-based battery</td>
<td>High energy density</td>
<td>twisted MWCNT/Si fiber</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqueous battery</td>
<td>Safety, environmentally friendly</td>
<td>polyimide/CNT fiber, LiMn₂O₄/CNT fiber, lithium sulfate aqueous solution</td>
<td>[140]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-solid-state battery</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>LiFePO₄, Li₄Ti₅O₁₂, polyethylene oxide with a lithium LiTFSI</td>
<td>[141]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber-based non-lithium-ion batteries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn-air battery</td>
<td>High power/energy density, safety, eco-friendly</td>
<td>Zn, gel polymer electrolyte</td>
<td>[142]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-air battery</td>
<td>Abundance, high volumetric capacity, three-electron-redox properties</td>
<td>Al, CNT/Ag-nanoparticle hybrid sheets, PVA-based hydrogel electrolyte</td>
<td>[143]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-Fe battery</td>
<td>Safety, high ionic conductivity, low cost.</td>
<td>CoP@Ni(OH)₂ NWAs/CNT, S-α-Fe₂O₅</td>
<td>[144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium battery</td>
<td>Abundance, low cost, environmental sustainability</td>
<td>Sodium foil, NiS₂⊂PCF</td>
<td>[145]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber-based supercapacitors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon-based supercapacitor</td>
<td>Electrochemical double-layer capacitor</td>
<td>GP@3D-G(Graphene based electrode), H₂SO₄-PVA</td>
<td>[146]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal oxide based supercapacitor</td>
<td>Pseudocapacitor</td>
<td>Elastic fiber, PVA-based hydrogel electrolyte, MnO₂</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermally drawn supercapacitor</td>
<td>High productivity, the longest functional supercapacitor</td>
<td>Thermal drawable materials(PVDF, COC, CPE), CB, activated carbon</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In many cases, MWCNT is used as an active material (anode) or conductive framework combined with other active material particles (cathode), due to its remarkable mechanical and electrical properties. For example, the FBLIB was fabricated by twisting an aligned MWCNT/MnO₂ fiber and a lithium wire as cathode and anode, respectively (Figure 6a) [139]. However, FBLIBs with MWCNT had unsatisfactory scalability and specific/volumetric capacities. The intrinsically low capacities originate from the dead volume as MWCNT does not store energy when it is used in the cathode. To store more energy, Lin et al. proposed a silicon (Si)-based FBLIB with a theoretical capacity of Si is ~4200 mAh/g (MWCNT: ~300 mAh/g) (Figure 6b) [48]. In the study, they coated a thin layer of Si on the aligned MWCNT by CVD to form a core-sheath structured fiber. However, this fiber battery was a half cell, and most of all, the capacity retention needed to be significantly improved for wide applications.
Zhang et al. focused on aqueous fiber-based lithium-ion batteries (AFBLIBs) to mitigate safety and environmental issues (Figure 6c) [140]. They inserted paired two electrodes with a separator into a heat-shrinkable tube and injected an aqueous lithium sulfate (Li$_2$SO$_4$) solution (0.5 M). Conventional LIBs generally use flammable organic electrolytes, and therefore, have safety problems. However, AFBLIBs are non-flammable and have no risk of explosion. Furthermore, AFBLIBs are not toxic and environmentally friendly. Due to these advantages, AFBLIBs are being actively developed by many research groups. Besides AFBLIBs, another strategy to secure safety can be fiber-based all-solid-state batteries (FBASSBs). The electrodes and electrolytes of FBASSBs are all-solid-state instead of liquid-state or polymer gel-state as in the conventional FBLIBs. Yadav et al. reported an FBASSB with the coaxial structure using lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO$_4$), lithium titanate (Li$_4$Ti$_5$O$_{12}$), and polyethylene oxide with a lithium trifluoromethanesulfonate as a cathode, anode, and electrolyte, respectively, as shown in Figure 6d [141].

Although LIBs are one of the most active research areas, some challenges, such as the high cost of LIBs, the combustibility of organic electrolytes, and the lack of sustainability of lithium resources, remain to be solved. To address these issues fundamentally, non-lithium-ion batteries based on alternative materials, including metal-air battery (MAB), lithium–sulfur battery (Li–S battery), and sodium (Na)-based battery, have been investigated. One of the promising types of non-lithium-ion batteries is a MAB [147]. By repeating oxygen oxidation and reduction reactions, it can store about 10 times more energy compared to conventional LIBs. Moreover, since MABs use oxygen (O$_2$) or carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) in the air as the cathode, it can be lighter than LIBs that use conventional electrodes. Over the past 10 years, a wide variety of fiber-based metal-air batteries (FMBABs) have been reported, including Zn [142,148], Al [143], Li [149–154], etc. Zinc has the advantages of high power/energy density, excellent safety, and eco-friendly characteristics. Park et al. proposed a fiber-based Zn-air battery by coating gelatin-based gel polymer electrolyte on the Zn electrode using the cellophane template to pour the gel solution (Figure 7a) [142].

**Figure 6.** Schematic illustration of representative fiber-based lithium-ion batteries. (a) MWCNT-based battery fiber. Reproduced with permission from [139], Copyright (2013), Wiley. (b) Si-based battery fiber. Reproduced with permission from [48], Copyright (2014), Wiley. (c) Aqueous lithium-ion battery fiber. Reproduced with permission from [140], Copyright (2016), Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) All-solid-state battery fiber. Reproduced with permission from [141], Copyright (2019), American Chemical Society.
the other hand, aluminum (Al) is one of the most abundant and sustainable metals in nature and has a high volumetric capacity, due to its low mass density and three-electron-redox properties [155]. Xu et al. proposed a fiber-based Al-air battery by coating a gel electrolyte and wrapping cross-stacked CNT/silver-nanoparticle hybrid sheets (Figure 7b) [143]. However, current Al-air batteries have the problem of the passivation of Al, as well as the lower energy density.

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of representative fiber-based non-lithium-ion batteries. (a) Zn-based metal-air battery fiber. Reproduced with permission from [142], Copyright (2015), Wiley. (b) Al-based metal-air battery fiber. Reproduced with permission from [143], Copyright (2016), Wiley. (c) Ni-Fe based Ni-metal battery fiber. Reproduced with permission from [144], Copyright (2019), Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) Sodium-based metal-air battery fiber. Reproduced with permission from [145], Copyright (2018), Wiley.

Other than LIBs and MABs, many other types of batteries have been reported to fabricate ideal batteries for wearable textiles. One of them is a Ni-metal battery. Ni-metal batteries, including Ni-Zn batteries [156], have received great attention, due to their energy density similar to LIBs, ionic conductivity, environmentally friendly characteristics, and low cost. Fiber-based Ni-Fe battery was reported recently (Figure 7c) [144]. The researchers in this study fabricated a Ni-based positive electrode and a Fe-based negative electrode by using a facile hydrothermal method, while twisting these two electrodes together with a post-annealing treatment. Unlike Ni-Zn batteries, Ni-Fe-based batteries used Fe$_2$O$_3$ and Fe$_3$O$_4$ as the anode materials. These oxides are abundant, inexpensive, non-toxic, and highly resistant to corrosion. Sodium is chemically similar to lithium as it belongs to the same group in the periodic table, hence Na-based battery was also simultaneously developed with LIB in the late 1980s. Many research groups reported flexible fiber-based sodium batteries as sodium has the advantages of abundance, low cost, and environmental
sustainability. Chen et al. proposed a fiber-based sodium battery by inserting the yolk–shell NiS$_2$ nanoparticles embedded in porous carbon fibers (NiS$_2$⊂PCF), sodium foil, and the separator into a heat-shrinkable polyethylene tube with the sealing process using a heat gun and a hot melt adhesive (Figure 7d) [145].

4.2. Fiber-Based Supercapacitor

The energy-storage mechanism of supercapacitors is different from that of batteries. There are three types of supercapacitors; electrochemical double-layer capacitor (EDLC), pseudocapacitor, and hybrid capacitor. Since all of them store energy on the surface of electrodes, it is important to secure large surface areas of electrodes. Generally, supercapacitors can provide a higher power density, longer cycle life, and faster charging than batteries. Therefore, many researchers have proposed fiber-based supercapacitors with highly flexible, great mechanical, and electrical properties [157]. They generally used carbon-based materials, conductive polymers, metal oxide nanoparticles, and their composites as electrodes for supercapacitors (Table 4). Generally, carbon-based materials have excellent conductivity, chemical stability, long cycle life, relatively low mass density, and high stretchability. Furthermore, they are widely used to secure large surface areas of electrodes. However, the carbon-based materials are associated with limited capacitance and energy density, compared with pseudocapacitive materials, such as metal oxides. By contrast, metal oxides have high mass density and lower degrees of flexibility and stretchability. Conductive polymers have the advantages of high faradaic capacitance, conductivity, flexibility, and stretchability. Currently, efforts are being made to enhance the power density and energy density of conductive polymers.

Table 4. Characteristics of electrode materials for supercapacitors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials of Electrodes</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon-based materials</td>
<td>High conductivity, chemical stability, long cycle life, low mass density, good stretchability, large specific surface area</td>
<td>High faradaic capacitance, high energy density, high industrial cost, low product throughputs,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal oxides</td>
<td>High faradaic capacitance, high energy density</td>
<td>High mass density, low flexibility, low stretchability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductive polymers</td>
<td>High faradaic capacitance, high conductivity, high flexibility, high stretchability</td>
<td>Low power density, low energy density</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fiber-based supercapacitors are composed of three main components (electrodes, electrolytes, and encapsulation layers) and are designed in three main types of configuration (parallel, twisted, coaxial). In the case of electrolytes, they are often gel or solid, rather than liquid, which has a risk of leakage and corrosion. Moreover, gel or solid electrolyte can act as a separator, as well as an ion-conducting medium and the manufacturing process can be relatively simple. Regardless of the type of configuration, it is very important to uniformly coat electrolytes without defects to avoid problems, such as an increase in resistance at the electrolyte-electrolyte or electrolyte-electrode interfaces. The most common gel electrolyte is made of PVA with non-volatile acids (e.g., H$_2$SO$_4$) as an ionic conductor. Meng et al. proposed a unique all-graphene core–sheath fiber composed of graphene fiber core with a sheath of 3D graphene network by intertwining two graphene-based electrodes with sulfuric acid (H$_2$SO$_4$)-PVA gel polyelectrolyte (Figure 8a) [146]. These graphene fibers had high mechanical strength and flexibility, electrical and thermal conductivities, and lightweight. Due to these characteristics, they achieved an efficient fiber-based supercapacitor. However, carbon-based materials generally have limited energy density because no redox reaction is involved. To enhance energy density, a pseudocapacitive mechanism using reversible Faradaic reactions through redox reactions or intercalations has been introduced by replacing carbon-based materials with metal oxides or conductive polymers,
as shown in Figure 8b [49]. To fabricate this supercapacitor fiber, researchers deposited manganese (IV) oxide (MnO₂) using the electrodeposition method.

Commonly, clothing fabrication requires a huge amount of fiber. Therefore, to open the era of smart textile, mass productivity and production convenience must be achieved. Khudiyev et al. showed the longest functional supercapacitor fiber fabricated by the TDP (Figure 8c) [53]. They also demonstrated great diverse multifunctional structures in 2D and 3D with good electrochemical and mechanical stabilities.

5. Conclusions and Perspectives

Fiber-based wearable devices have attracted the attention of many researchers, due to the intrinsic flexible, stretchable, durable, and breathable properties of fibers. Particularly, fiber-based sensors capable of measuring physiological and environmental states, while being comfortably worn hold great potential to be ideal wearable devices. Various types of sensors have been fabricated with fibers, including tactile sensors, chemical sensors, photosensors, and temperature sensors. These flexible and stretchable fiber-based sensors can be resistant to wear and wash and integrated into conventional garments, suggesting the ease of scalability. Furthermore, recent advancements in fiber-based energy-storage systems present possibilities to remove external power sources and fabricate self-powering wearable devices. Although fiber-based devices hold great potentials to be ideal wearable devices, they are not without limitations. Currently, there exist four major limitations of fiber-based wearable devices, which includes (1) performance, (2) wearability, (3) fabrication, and (4) integration (Figure 9).
Performance: The performance of fiber-based electronics may deteriorate, due to temperature, humidity, and gas in the air that is also the limitation of current wearable electronics. This type of performance degradation can be prevented through suitable packaging technologies by protecting the internal materials of the device from H₂O or O₂ in the air or preventing chemical reactions with active materials. However, in the case of fiber electronics, the packaging materials also need excellent flexibility and stretchability in order to maintain the performance without failure after bending or stretching deformation. While high-density polyethylene and polypropylene are being used as packaging materials because of their high flexibility and good processability, high moisture permeability makes them unsuitable as a package material. Therefore, maintaining the performance of fiber-based electronics through packaging with sufficient stability against external environments, excellent durability, and mechanical properties is an important challenge.

Wearability: Ideal wearable devices need to be worn with comfort and minimal interference with body movements. To achieve this, the devices need to be flexible, stretchable, and breathable. Fibers’ inherent flexibility and breathability have made them attractive building blocks of wearable devices. However, while stretchability is a critical factor for wearability, apart from strain sensors, many fiber-based wearable sensors, and energy-storage systems showed only limited stretchability or did not report it. The durability of the device is also of great importance for wearability and can be evaluated using cycling loading-unloading and washing tests. Currently, the washability remains to be a limitation as only a handful of fiber-based sensors and energy-storage systems reported acceptable performance change after a few washing cycles.

Fabrication: In this review, we introduced popular fabrication methods for fibers, but all have unique disadvantages. For example, dip coatings have poor mechanical properties, due to weak interfacial bonding and it is not suitable for industrial manufacturing, due to the increase in manufacturing time and cost. Considering it, thermal drawing can be an ideal method for its production effectiveness. Thermal drawing can produce kilometers of fiber from centimeters of preforms at once. Moreover, the one-step process of thermal drawing provides ease of incorporating complex designs into fibers, such as a cladding layer that improves washability and biocompatibil-
ity without further processing. However, the problem remains that the number of possible materials for thermal drawing is limited, as summarized in Table 1.

(4) Integration: Despite its relatively recent beginning, extensive research has been done in fiber-based wearable sensors and energy-storage systems. While the integration of the two is needed for complete wearability of the device, it remains to be investigated. The answer to how previously mentioned various sensors and energy-storages can be integrated is not yet clear. The ways to provide energy to the fiber-based energy-storage systems are being actively explored in the fields of fiber-based energy harvesters, solar cells, and rational charging systems. Recently, interesting studies have incorporated wearable energy harvesters and energy-storage systems using a fiber-based triboelectric nanogenerator and flexible supercapacitors [158] and fabric-based solar cells [159].

The above-mentioned challenges of the fiber-based devices have been the hurdle for the commercialization of the technologies. However, recent research achievement in fibers by the development of new manufacturing skills or use of more suitable materials is addressing many current limitations, which will facilitate the deployment of fibers in the field of wearable electronics in the future.
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